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                                                     2C-T from p.315
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   - 15
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   + 25       from p.315, AP, NT, ATS.
   ± 30
   ± 35
 +.5 50
  ++ 75

  ++ 75-50mg. ATS, AP, AG = 75mg AB, TS, NT, 60; TG, CT, 50 N=8 6/14/81. 3PM=[0:00]
     Very mixed bag. aware.  dose  onset  intensity  duration
                ATS          +++     +      ++(-)       +      slow gentle onset.
                 AP          +++    +++      +++       +++     fast on, v.high.
                 AG          +++     +      ++(-)       +      slow, modest.
                 TG   :20     +      ++     ++(+)       ++
                 AB           ++     +      ++(-)       ++     somewhat short.
                 TS           ++     +      ++(-)       ++     also, short.
                 NT   :20     ++    +++      +++        +?     good, enough.
                 CT   :20     +      ++     ++(+)       ++
     drop down at ~[3:00] - good appetite - boost (AG, ATS, NT) [with] positive
     energy, relaxation in AM. Probable effective dose 60-100mg. are willing to
     readjust. Very successful experiment. Repeat soon!

 ++  75mg 3/9/82 ATS, AP, GC ≡. 6:55PM=[0:00] [:30] alert [:40] start development
     75+25 at [1:00] to a ++ - but a strange, thin, fragile ++. Thin head. GC
     [with] hooded cloak over head. ATS, AP try to anticipate drop off [with] 25mg
     @ [2:30] [2:40] GC declining, we hold on to perhaps [4:00] - then easy
     decline. overall experiment not worth it. Maybe not repeat soon!

 ++  100mg 4/24/85 ATS-AP ≡. ~8:00PM=[0:00] No notes. Build to a push-it-to ++
     psychedelic - but not the lust of 2CB. Dropping at [4-5] - sound asleep at [6] 
     - Fast-acting - short-lived. Nothing like 2C-T-2 or 4. Sometime reexplore at 
     100mg or even a bit more. ++ overall.

 +++ 120mg 7/28/85 ATS, AP ≡ 8:12PM. [:25] aware [:35 to ~1:00] develop- both of us
     [with] some physical tummy uncertainty. to +++ note drop at [3-4] sleep at
     [6] - really psychedelic, no-great lusty urges - but lots of talk. Easily 
     accepted - willing to repeat. Probably no more dosage needed.


